
Week ‘5’ : 
Layers, Media + Digital 
Storytelling on the Web

- Network Literacy:What is possible on the web?

- Digital Storytelling

- Editing for the web

- Combining layers of media ( text, image, audio, video )



Network Literacy
- What is the web? ( Rushkoff video on programming )

- blogging as reflective journal / as a means to engage 
within ‘participatory culture’, and understand social, 
economic, technological and historic dimensions.

- Social >> RSS + subscriptions, allows group 
communication between blogs. ( as does social 
bookmarking )

- Technological >> HTML as building block



Digital Storytelling
Make notes about these examples. 

How can we understand the web through them? 
What techniques, elements and ideas do they 
contain? 

http://theplaceswelive.com/
http://www.theironcurtaindiaries.org/intro.html
http://interviewproject.davidlynch.com/www/
http://www.hyperlife.net/fiction/start.htm

http://theplaceswelive.com/
http://theplaceswelive.com/
http://www.theironcurtaindiaries.org/intro.html
http://www.theironcurtaindiaries.org/intro.html
http://interviewproject.davidlynch.com/www/
http://interviewproject.davidlynch.com/www/
http://www.hyperlife.net/fiction/start.htm
http://www.hyperlife.net/fiction/start.htm


Digital Storytelling
- History of hypertext - Ted Nelson, George 
Landow

- What are the storytelling opportunities on the 
web?
- What can be done uniquely on the web?



Digital Storytelling

from Scott McClouds’ Understanding Comics
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Digital Storytelling
What can we learn from other media?

- from print? ( Narration, framing, story angles? graphic 
design? image and text combinations?

- from comics? ( image and text combinations / graphic 
design / sequences of images ) 

- from radio? ( Structure, atmosphere, juxtaposition, 
layering )

- from TV + cinema? ( Camera Point of View? structure 
over time? image and sound? eg La Jetee, and 
EDITING. ) 

( What is web equivalent of an edit? ) 



( From Scott McCloud, 
Understanding Comics )



TASK
What can we learn from sound in film?

See rmitmusic09.wordpress.com 

for task about filmsound.org



Editing For The Web
- What is an edit? ( for text, image, sound or video? )

- What is an edit on the web? 

- Text / writing / modularity

- Image + Text  ( example webcomics )

- The link as edit



( From Scott McCloud, 
Understanding Comics )











Combining Layers of Media

- Juxtaposition and relationships

- Layers of sound? voice, atmos, music

- Layers of media

- media relationships

- example:

 Scott McCloud’s Understanding Comics


















